
ooking to take the 

pressure off your pharmacy

staff, reduce stress, and 

free up your pharmacists 

for patient counseling? 

With PharmASSIST

SmartCabinet, you 

automate the counting 

of your top moving 

countable drugs and 

greatly enhance the 

quality of your prescription

filling process.Highly 

reliable, fast, and easy 

to use, PharmASSIST

SmartCabinet enables you 

to easily handle peak 

filling periods and to 

reposition your pharmacists 

as pharmaceutical 

care providers.

L

Powerful Performance
Analysis Translates Into 
Best Practices
In-depth performance analysis has

never been more important to a

pharmacy operation.With PharmASSIST’s

information management tools, you can

continually analyze system and

operator performance and gain

invaluable insight into your

SmartCabinet System utilization.

Armed with this all-important

data, you can make smarter

system configuration/

volume decisions, fine

tune your workflow,

and maximize your

use of automated

dispensing. Using

PharmASSIST’s

comprehensive report

library, you can produce

reports on all levels from

individual dispenser usage

to optimum drug utilization to

system modeling for application 

at other stores.The end result is

powerful performance analysis that

you can leverage to develop best

practices and to increase profitability.

significantly reduces replenishment

frequency and the replenishment

process enables you to maintain a

perpetual inventory of each drug in 

your system. SmartCabinet’s bar code

verification and software controls

streamline the

overall process

and automate

the tracking of

lot codes and

expiration dates.With

so many built-in quality controls and

checkpoints, your pharmacy technicians

can handle all replenishment and filling

activity, freeing up your pharmacists for

Rx verification and patient counseling.

Each dispenser is fully programmable and

employs software-controlled counting

parameters to ensure accuracy and

convenience in the dispenser/drug

calibration process.Thus as new drugs

become available for auto-counting or

you want to perform a drug changeover,

you simply reassign a dispenser on site

by scanning the bar code on both the

dispenser and the drug stock bottle.

With PharmASSIST, there’s no need 

to send dispenser parts back to your

vendor in exchange for new parts, or to

adjust dispensers with vendor-supplied

tools.To prevent cross contamination,

PharmASSIST dispensers maintain

content history and will not allow 

you to reassign them to particular

classes of drugs that may cause 

cross contamination.
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Qualityof

counting and simultaneous 

Rx processing eases your 

staff’s workload.

You can also use SmartCabinet’s

Quick Rx feature to enter and

dispense Rxs “on the fly.” 

Simply enter an Rx using 

the touch-screen and follow 

the displayed instructions to 

dispense the 

drug. It’s 

quick, easy,

and convenient.

--Unparalleled quality for 
filling, replenishment,
and drug changeovers.
As the heart of your system,

the PharmASSIST

dispenser stores, counts,

and releases drugs all

under computer control.

To ensure highly 

accurate prescription

filling, the dispenser is

unrivaled in its use of bar code

scanning and software protocols

for all dispensing, replenishment,

and drug assignment/changeover

tasks.The dispenser’s large

volume capacity (800cc)

To retrieve filled Rxs, simply

follow the touch-screen’s

tutorial-like instructions and

the dispensers’ visual cueing 

to guide you

through each

step.To speed

up filling and

improve

efficiency,

multiple

operators can

process SmartCabinet Rxs.

Once again, SmartCabinet’s

flexibility shines through 

as its simultaneous 

SmartCabinet Operation
is Fast, Easy,Versatile.
Once you enter Rxs into your

pharmacy management system,

SmartCabinet immediately

receives them and verifies the

availability of the requested

drugs and their quantities.

SmartCabinet dispensers then

simultaneously count all auto-

countable Rxs and store

them in their secure

internal buffers.

As your Rx volumes grow and 

your pharmacy’s requirements

evolve, you can easily 

expand your SmartCabinet

System’s dispensing capacity by

adding Standard Cabinets 

(each with 50 dispensers).

You also have the option 

of migrating your 

system to  PharmASSIST

Symphony+ or 

to PharmASSIST

ROBOTx™.

If you choose the

migration path, our

expert staff will

work with you to

transfer your existing dispensers into the

PharmASSIST technology of your choice.

Modular and compact 

in design, the “plug-n-play”

SmartCabinet is comprised 

of 50 dispensers, a touch-screen,

built-in bar code scanner, and 

a personal computer.The touch-

screen serves as the command

center for all SmartCabinet’s Rx

filling, dispenser replenishment,

and inventory-related tasks.

SmartCabinet seamlessly integrates

with your existing pharmacy

management system, streamlining 

Rx processing and leveraging your

existing system’s patient database,

DUR, adjudication, and pharmacy

workflow features.The SmartCabinet’s

PC, housed in the bottom of the

cabinet, receives Rxs electronically

from your pharmacy management

system and maintains a complete 

audit trail of all SmartCabinet activity.

Innovation’s Pure Counting-only 
Automated Dispensing Solution.
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